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Vottage Adjust Button
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1.High capacity: 20000mAh, is equivalent to 4-30
times of the common digital batteries.

2,Automatically turn off if the mobile charger doesn't
work in 2 minutes.

3.Prolong 2-4 hours working time for the notebook PC.

4.Eight range capacity display, blue LCD,indicationwith
the alarm and automatically turn off function when
low power.

5.Powerful compatibility, suitable for the general digital
devices and notebook PC.

6.lntellectual protection chip: for overcharge,
overdischarge, overload and short circuit protection.

T.Compatible wlth 14Y-24Y notebook adaptor, achieve
charging and discharging at the same time.
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Battery type: Lithium ion battery

Dimension : 11 2* 17 5* 24 (mm)

Weight: 6109

Color: silver

Capacity: 11 .1V 6600mAh/74wH

Rated input: DC:1 4V -24Y
Rated output: DC OUT: 12V,'l 6V,19V

USB OUT: 5V/1.5A

Working temperature: -10C -50C
Optional accessory: notebook PC connectors,

adaptor, connecting cable

Charge time: around 6 hours

ldle discharge: less than 500uA
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Notebook PC
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notebook PC
connectors

5.5X2.5 DC
connecting cable
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l.Charge the mobite charger

O plug the adaptor's AC port into the AC power outlet

plug the adaptor's DG port into the mobile charge/s
DC IN

@ LCO display the charging range,the lights flashing

means charging, when the lights all on,means the

charging finished.

2 ,Charge your etectric devices( cettphone,MP3""")

't).For trte notebook PC

O Press the ON/OFF button 3 seconds to turn on the

mobile charger, then press the voltage adjust

button to choose the suitable voltage.

@ Please ensure that the input voltage of the digital

device match the output volatage of the mobile charger

16V/19V is for the notebook in common use.

@Choose the suitable connector and connecting cable,

connect with the digital device first, then connect with

the mobile charger's DC OUT, then charging.

@Once the charging is finished, the mobile charger

can automatically turn off in 2 miniutes.
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O USB port plug and play



@ Connect the original USB cable with the power to

charge your device

@ Choose the suitable connector and USB cable, connect

with the digital device then charging.

@ Once the charging is finished, the mobile

automatically turn off in 2 minutes.

charger can

1.When charging the mobile charger, only use our

original adaptor, otherwise the mobile charger maybe

damaged.

2.Please charge the mobile charger completely

before the first time using it.

3.Before charging the electric device, please confirm

the voltage of the electric device.

4.Don't drop, knock, disassemble or attempt to repair

the charger by yourself.

5.Don't immerse the charger in water or make it wet.

6.Don't expose the charger to a heat source as fire

or heater.

7.Keep out of reach of children.

8.Don't use in the presence of flammable gas.

9.When the mobile charger charging notebook, if the

notebook hints that non-original power supplier,

this phenomena is OK.

10.The applicable laptop power: less than 70W.
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